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Abstract 
A hooked k-extended Skolem sequence of order n is a sequence SISZ . . SZ,,+Z in which Sk = 
szn+l = E (E is the null symbol) and each j E { 1,2,. , n} occurs exactly twice, the two occur- 
rences separated by exactly j - 1 symbols. It is proved that, with the exception of (k,n) = (2,1), 
such a sequence exists if and only if n z 0,1 (mod 4) for k even, and n G 2,3 (mod 4) for k odd. 
This result is then used to give an alternative proof of the existence of bicyclic Steiner triple 
systems. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
A Skolem sequence of order n is a sequence of length 2n, containing each inte- 
ger i with 1 <i <n exactly twice and with the property that the two occurrences of 
i are separated by exactly i - 1 integers. A Skolem sequence exists if and only if 
n z 0,l (mod 4) [8]. For n zr 2,3 (mod 4) a variant can be constructed, called a hooked 
Skolem sequence [4], in which the length of the sequence is 2n + 1 and the null symbol 
OCCLUS exactly once in position 2n (called the hook). If it is stipulated that the null 
symbol be used exactly once but need not occur in the 2nth position, say it occurs 
in the kth position, then a k-extended Skolem sequence is obtained. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions [l] for the existence of a k-extended Skolem sequence are ( 1) 
nzO,l(mod4) fork odd, and (2) n=2,3(mod4) fork even. 
If the null symbol is used exactly twice in a sequence of length 2n + 2, once in 
position 2n + 1, forming a hook, and once in position k, then a hooked k-extended 
Skolem sequence is obtained. Necessary conditions (see [l]) for a hooked k-extended 
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Skolem sequence to exist are (1) n % 0,l (mod 4) for k even, and (2) n z 2,3 (mod 4) 
for k odd. 
In this paper we show that, with one trivial exception, the necessary conditions for 
the existence of hooked k-extended Skolem sequences are sufficient. We then use these 
sequences to construct bicyclic Steiner triple systems. 
2. Reliminaries 
We first introduce some basic ingredients in this section for our later constructions. 
Let E be the null symbol. Let SS’ denote the concatenation of the sequences 5’ and 
9. If S and S’ are sequences of the same length that do not both have non-null 
symbols in any position i then S US’ is the sequence whose ith position contains 
the non-null symbol of S or S’ and contains the null symbol otherwise. Thus, we 
have 1 ~EE~E~EEE U EEE~E~E~~E = 118423243~. If the sequences have different lengths it 
is tacitly assumed that the shorter one terminates in the required number of null symbols 
to make the lengths the same. Thus, EEE~E~E~~E U 11~~2~2 = 11~4232438, as before. 
A generalized Skolem sequence is a sequence of positive integers and null symbols 
such that (i) an integer appears exactly twice or not at all, and (ii) two appearances 
of an integer j are separated by exactly j - 1 symbols. Thus, ~611~~~6, 42324311, 
and 3~53 11 ES are all generalized Skolem sequences. The basic existence question for 
Skolem sequences is the following: Given a set of positions, S, and a set of positive 
integers, D, does there exist a generalized Skolem sequence, R, such that every integer 
of D appears in R and the ith position of R is non-null for all i ES? 
Clearly, the reverse sequence of a generalized Skolem sequence is again a generalized 
Skolem sequence. We let z denote the reverse of the sequence R, so if R = ~242~34~3 
then R = 3&43~242~, for example. If R is a generalized Skolem sequence and we sub- 
stitute s(2j) for each occurrence of j and EE for each occurrence of E then we obtain 
another generalized Skolem sequence, the double of R, denoted by 2R. 
A [hooked] Langford sequence of defect d and length m is a generalized Skolem 
sequence with 2m [2m + l] symbols where each j E {d, d + 1,. . . , d + m - 1) appears 
[and E is in the 2m position]. A Langford sequence of defect d and length m is 
denoted Tdrn and exists [7] if and only if (1) m > 2d - 1 and (2) m z 0,l (mod 4) for 
d odd or m E 0,3 (mod 4) for d even. A hooked Langford sequence of defect d and 
length m is denoted hTd* and exists [7] if and only if (1) m(m + 1 - 2d) + 2 20 and 
(2) m=2,3(mod4) for d odd or rn= 1,2(mod4) for d even. 
In addition to Langford sequences, we need the following sequences (values of s for 
which these sequences exist are given in the following lemma). 
O;(s): S={1,3,4 ,..., 2s,2s+2}, D={1,3,5 ,..., 2s- l}, 
O,“(r): S={1,2,3,5 ,..., 2s,2s+2}, D={1,3,5 ,..., 2s- l}, 
O;(s): S={1,2,5 ,..., 2s}, D={1,3,5 ,..., 2s-3}, 
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O:(s): S={l,5,6 ,..., 2s+2,2s+4}, D={1,3,5 ,..., 2s- l}, 
O:(s): S={1,4,5,7 ,..., 2s+2,2s+4}, D={1,3,5 ,..., 2s- l}, 
O:(S): S={1,2,6 ,..., 2s- l}, D={1,3,5 ,..., 2s-5}, 
O;(S): S={1,2,4,5 ,..., 2s+2,2s+4}, D={1,3,5 ,..., 2s- 1,2s}, 
O;(S): S={1,2,3,4,6 ,..., 2s+2,2s+4}, D={1,3,5 ,..., 2s- 1,2s}, 
O;(s): S={1,2,5 ,..., 2s+3,2s+5}, D={1,3,5 ,..., 2s- 1,2s}, 
O;(S): S={1,2,4,5,7 ,..., 2s+3,2s+5}, D={1,3,5 ,..., 2s- 1,2s}, 
Of(s): S={1,2,7 ,..., 2s+2}, D={1,3,5 ,..., 2s-3). 
Lemma 2.1. The following is a complete list of values of s for which the above 
sequences exist: 
O;;(s): sb3, sf4, @(s): s>3, 
Ok(s): s 22, o;(s): s 22, 
o;(s): s82, s#3,5, oy(s): s>3, 
O?(s): s>4 0$(s): sa2, s#4, 
O!(s): s>3, sf4, o;(s): sa2, s#3,4, 
Of(s): ~26, sf7. 
Proof. The exceptions are easily verified. From the recursion O;(s) = (2s - 3)s(2s - 1) 
E(2S - 5)E 2S-8(2s - 3)E(2s - 5)E(2s - 1) U ~~Ot;(s - 3)~~ and the sequences 
O,“(3) = 3&531 l&5, 
o;;(5) = 7895113153E9, 
we obtain the existence of O;(s) for s # 2,4. 
From the recursion 06(s) = (2s - 3)(2s - 5)~ 2S-6(2s - 5)(2s - 3)E2 u E~O;(S - 2) and 
the sequences 
o;(2) = 1 l&2, 
we obtain the existence of O:(s) for s # 3,5. 
Since O:(s) = (2s - 3)(2s - 5)(2s - 1)E 2s-7(2s - 5)(2s - 3)E3(2s - 1) U g4q(s - 2)~~ 
it follows that O!(s) exists for s 24, s # 5,7. The sequences 
o;(2) = 113EE3, 
o;(3) = 511835E3, 
0;(5)=9538735119&7, 
0~(7)=71113&93573115119&13, 
complete the spectrum of O;(S) systems. 
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From the recursion O:(s) = (2s - ~)EEE(~S - 3).s(2s - 9)(2s - 7)(2s - 5)E2”-r2(2s - 
9)s(2s - 1)(2s - 7)(2s - 3)&(2s - 5) U s50T(s - 5)s5, s 29 and the sequences 
o?(4) : 7EEE51173583, 
O?(5) : 9&E&71 13593785, 
~(6):11EEE95117351139~7, 
~(7):13&&&59113753111397&11, 
Of(S) : 15 E&E 5 11 13 7 9 5 3 1 1 3 7 15 11 9 E 13, 
the existence of the 07(s) is inductively proved. 
From the recursion Of(s) = (2s - 5)(2s - ~)EEEEE(~S - 9)(2s - 11)(2s - 13)~~“-‘~(2s - 
7)(2s - 5)(2s - 13)(2s - I1)(2s - 9) U a’Oy(s - 5)s5, $2 11,s # 12 and the sequences 
Of(6) : 75&s&3573 11, 
Of(8):119&&&1 1753911357, 
q(9) : 13 11 &E&9 1 1 3 7 5 3 11 13 9 5 7, 
Of( 10) : 15 13 E&E 7 11 9 3 1 1 3 7 5 13 15 9 11 5, 
q(12) : 19 17 &&&I5 11 9 13 5 3 1 1 3 5 7 9 11 17 19 15 13 7, 
the existence of the O:(s) is inductively proved. 
Since Of(s) = (2s - l)EE(2s - 5)(2s - 7)s(2s - 3)e2”-“(2s - 7)(2s - 5)(2s - 1) 
EEE(~S - 3) U&‘Of(s - 2)s~ it follows that an O:(s) exists for ~26,s # 6,7,9. 
The sequences 
o:(3) = 3EE35El1E5, 
O!(5) = 9EE53&735911&7, 
0:(6)=11 ~~93~73 115 1197~5, 
Of(7)=13E&ll7E931137513119E5, 
o!(9)= 17 EE 15 11 E 13 9 5 3 1 1 3 5 7 11 9 17 15 13 E 7, 
complete the spectrum of O:(s) systems. 
Since O@)=&(~S - ~)E(~s)E~“-~(~s - ~)EE(~s)~J@~(s - ~)EE and we have shown 
O;l(s) exists for 824, we see that O;(s) exists for ~25. The sequences 
O;(3)= 36~35116~5, 
q(4)=5883753118&7, 
complete the spectrum of O,“(s) systems. 
The spectrum of 0,6(s) systems is completed by observing that O!(s) =EE(~S - 
1)(2S)E 2s-3(2s - 1 )E(~s) U q(s + 1 )EEE, s 2 5, s # 6, and directly constructing 
0;(2)=1 134E3&4, 
O,h(3)=561 1853683, 
0;(4)=781 183573885, 
0;(6)=111279e31137511912~5. 
The spectrum of q(s) systems is completed by observing that O:(s) = (2s - 1) 
(2s - 3)EE(h)EE(h - 5)(2s - 7)(2s - 9)E 2s-‘2(2s - 3)(2s - 1)(2s - 9)(2s - 7)(2s - 
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5)42s) u t50T(s - 3)e7, ~29,s # 10, and directly constructing 
0;(3)=63&&3561 1~5, 
0;(4)=85~~375381 1~7, 
0;(5)=105&&795 113 1073E9, 
ot;(6)=129&&5 11 7 11 593 1273~11, 
0~(7)=1411&&9131137531191457&13, 
0;(8)=915~~161311739531175151113~16, 
0;(10)=20 17 EE 15 19 11 9 13 5 3 1 13 5 7 9 11 17 15 20 13 7 E 19. 
The spectrum of O;(s) systems is completed by observing that OS(s) = (2s - 3)(2s - 
5)@(2s - 7)(2s - 9)(2s - 11)(2s - 13)~ 2s-‘6(2s - 5)(2s - 3)(2s - 13)(2s - 11)(2s - 
9)(2&r - 7) U .?OS(s - 6)s6 s > 8,s # 9,10, and directly constructing 
05(2)=1 l&E&&, 
0;‘(5)=75&E&E573 11 3, 
0;(6)=97~&~&537935 11, 
0;(7)=119E&EE71 159113753, 
0;(9)=1513EE&Ell9311375131591157, 
0;(10)=1715EE&&1311511935731517111397. 
Finally, the spectrum of O:(s) systems is completed by observing that O!(s) = ~~(2s - 
1)(2~)~~“-~(2S - 1)&(2s) U OS(S)EEE s >2,s # 3,4, and directly constructing 
@(3)=35~36~51 1~6. 
3. Constructions 
In this section we present several recursive constructions. Denote a [hooked] 
k-extended Skolem sequence of order n by the symbol [&@:I gt. The goal of our 
constructions is to recursively construct h$Z$ with k approximately in the middle half 
of the sequence from shorter sequences h@, and 3,. 
Let 8, = t(t + l)(t + 2). . . (2t - l)t~(t + l)e(t + 2)~. . . E(2t - l), a sequence of total 
length 3t - 1 that uses the differences t, t + 1 , . . . ,2t - 1. Our recursions depend on 
n modulo 4. In each case the large differences are used first so as to leave every 
other position unoccupied in the middle half of the sequence, these are then filled with 
a doubled sequence; the remaining odd distances are then used to complete the last 
quarter or so of the sequence. 
Case: n E 0 (mod 4). Write n = 4s and form the sequences 
(a) 92., U E*~+‘(~S)E~~-‘(~S)UE~~+*(~B;_,)UE~Y#(S), sa2,s#2,4; 
(b) & UE2”+3(‘b)E4S-‘(‘k)U&2s+‘(2hL8f_,)UE6”Ogh(S), s>2. 
By varying k in (a) and (b) we may omit any one of 2s + 2,2s + 4,. . . ,6s if 
s=1,2(mod4), and any one of2s+6,2s+8,...,6s ifs=0,3(mod4), ~25. 
Case: n z 1 (mod 4). Write n = 4s + 1 and form the sequences 
(a) & u E2’+‘(4S + l)&(4S)E4”-2(4S + 1)(4S) u E2”+4(28;_l) U E6”OT(S), S>2,S # 2,3; 
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(b) PZY LJ++~(~s + l)sss(4.~)s~“-~(4s + ~)EE(~s)uE~~+~(~~~~_,)u~~~O~(,~), ~22,s # 
2,4. 
By varying k in (a) and (b) we may omit any one of 2s + 4,2s + 6,2s + 8,. . . ,6s + 2 
if s=1,2(mod4), and any one of 2s+8,2s+ 10,...,6s+2 if s=0,3(mod4), ~25. 
Case: n = 2 (mod 4). Write n = 4s + 2 and form the sequences 
(a) PZs+i u s2s+2(4s + 2)s4”+‘(4s + 2) u E 2s+3(299_, ) u &6S+2O;(s), s 2 2, s # 2, 
(b) 92s+I u ~~‘~~(4s + 2)~~~+‘(4s + 2) u ,2S+2(2hS9_, ) u E~‘+~O$(~), s > 2. 
By varying k in (a) and (b) we may omit any one of 2s + 3,2s + 5,. . . ,6s + 1 if 
s=1,2(mod4), and any one of 2s+7,2s+9,...,6s+ 1 ifs=0,3(mod4), ~33. 
Case: II E 3 (mod 4). Write n = 4s + 3 and form the sequences 
(a) &+I U&2S+2(4~+3)~(4~+2)~4S(4~+3)(4~+2)U~2S+5(2~~_,)U~6S+30~(s), s>2, 
s # 2, 
(b) P2s+, u ~~“+~(4s+3)~~c(4s+2)~~~-~(4s+3)~~(4s+2) U c2S+4(2hSY:_, ) u E~‘+~O:,(S), 
s>2,s#4. 
By varying k in (a) and (b) we may omit any one of 2s + 5,2s + 7,. . . ,6s + 3 if 
s~1,2(mod4), and any one of 2s+9,2s+ 11,...,6s+3 if s=0,3(mod4), ~25. 
Examination of the omitted elements in the four cases shows that we may omit any 
k E [[n/21 + 7,13n/2J - 21, P rovided that k satisfies the parity conditions imposed on 
it by n modulo 4 and provided that the required ingredient O?(s) exists. 
4. Hooked extended sequences 
In this section we show that the necessary conditions for the existence of a h&9: are 
sufficient, with one exception. 
Given n let d(n) be the largest defect such that a Zd$” exists with largest difference 
n, where m(n) = n + 1 - d(n) is the corresponding length. Then d(n) = [(n + 2)/3j if 
n = 1,4,5 (mod 6), d(n) = [(n +2)/3J - 1 if n = 2,3 (mod 6) and d(n) = L(n + 2)/3j - 2 
if n z O(mod 6). Similarly, if p(n) is largest such that a h9p$;’ (na 1) exists, (with 
q(n)=n+ 1 -p(n)) then p(n)= [(n+2)/3j if n-0,2,3(mod6) p(n)= l(n+2)/3J - 
1 if n = 1 (mod 6) and p(n) = [(n + 2)/31 - 2 if n = 4,5 (mod 6). As k is varied in 
%n,- 1 dn) hA@” all admissible holes in k E [l, 2p(n) - I] are produced. Also, as k is 
varied in L$$“h@j,,,_, all admissible holes in k E [2m(n) + 1,2n + 21 are produced. 
Thus, if n is sufficiently large the three intervals [1,2p(n) - I], [[n/21 + 7, L3n/2j - 21 
and [am(n) + 1,2n + 21 will cover [ 1,2n + 21 Indeed, since d(n),p(n) 2 [(n + 2)/3J - 2, 
we see that 2p(n) - 12 ln/2J + 7 and [3n/2J - 2 22m(n) + 1 for all n 272. Thus, in 
order to complete our inductive proof, we need only construct all hi@ sequences with 
1 d n < 7 1 (except for k = 2 when n = 1, in which case no such sequence exists). The 
2590 sequences required are readily constructed by a hill-climbing program and are 
available on request. 
To summarize our result, we have proved 
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Theorem 4.1. With the exception of (k, n) = (2, l), a hooked k-extended Skolem se- 
quence of order n exists if and only if n FE 0,l (mod 4) for k even, and n 5 2,3 (mod 4) 
for k odd. 
5. Bicyclic Steiner triple systems 
A bicyclic Steiner triple system (STS) is one which admits an automorphism con- 
sisting of two disjoint cycles of distinct lengths, The existence of these systems was 
first considered in [3] and solved completely in [2]. However, the proof contained in 
[2] is somewhat lengthy and tedious. In this section, we give an alternative and concise 
proof using hooked k-extended sequences and some other known sequences, typically 
near-Skolem and hooked near-Skolem sequences. For the last two types of sequences 
we refer the reader to [6] for the definitions and existence proofs. We omit the case 
where the smaller cycle has length one since this system is simply a l-rotational STS 
WI). 
Theorem 5.1 (Calahan-Zijlstra and Gardner [2]). A bicyclic Steiner triple system 
STS(v), with an automorphism consisting of two cycles of lengths Nl and Nz, where 
v = N, + N2 and 1 <N, <N2, exists if and only if v z 1,3 (mod 6), Ni E 1,3 (mod 6) 
N, # 9 and Nl IN2 where Nz E 2Ni (mod 6Ni ) if Ni EE 1 (mod 6) and NZ 3 0 (mod 2Ni ) 
if N, = 3 (mod6). 
The reader is referred to [3] for an elegant proof of the necessity of these conditions. 
To state our proof for the sufficiency, we introduce the concept of base blocks of 
a STS(v), (V,B), with respect to an automorphism. Under an automorphism n, the 
block set B is partitioned into equivalence classes, called orbits. An orbit is uniquely 
determined by one of its blocks, B, since successively applying rt to B will generate 
the entire orbit. We call a representative block of an orbit a base block. Obviously a 
collection of base blocks representing all the orbits will uniquely determine the STS(v). 
Sufficiency Proof of Theorem 5.1. According to the necessary conditions, we only need 
to give the base blocks for the bicyclic system STS(v) in two cases: (1) N, = 1 (mod 6), 
NZ = 2Nl (mod 6N1 ) and (2) Ni E 3 (mod 6) (Ni # 9), NZ = 0 (mod 2Ni). In each case, 
we assume that the STS(v) is on V = (Z,, x { l})U(z~, x {2}), where Z, is the 
residue class group of integers modulo Ni, and that x = (Or 11 . . . (Nl - 1)i )(OZ 12 . . . (N2 - 
1)~) is the bicylic automorphism. For simplicity, let n = N1. 
Case: n E 1 (mod 6), N2 = 2n (mod 6n). Write NZ = 6nt + 2n, where n > 1, and t 80. 
Write (a,., b,) for the first and second positions of r in a generalized Skolem sequence. 
With this notation UrED {a,, b,} = S, where S is the set of positions and b, - a,. = r 
for r ED where D is the set of differences (this notation is equivalent to the sequence 
notation, see [6]). 
(i) The base blocks of a cyclic STS(n) on Z, x (1). 
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(ii) {O~rz,(nt + ((n - 1)/6)+b,)2} (r= 1,2,...,ntf (n - 1)/6) 
where (a,.,!~,.) is a Skolem sequence of order nt + (n - 1)/6 if 
n= 1,7(mod24), t E 0,l (mod 4), or 
nr 13,19(mod24), t=2,3(mod4), 
and it is a hooked Skolem sequence of order nt + (n - 1)/6 for n and t in all the 
other cases. 
(iii) {01,(4)2,W + n + G)z), 
where Y= 1,2,...,(n - 1)/2 if 
n= 1,7(mod24), t=O,l(mod4) or 
n 3 13,19 (mod 24) t E 2,3 (mod 4) 
and r= 1,2,..., (n - 3)/2,(n + 1)/2 for all other n, t. The above (c,.,d,) is a 
Skolem sequence of order (n - 1)/2 if n E 1 (mod24), t E 0,l (mod4) or n E 
19 (mod 24), t E 2,3 (mod 4); it is a hooked Skolem sequence of order (n - 1)/2 if 
n~7(mod24),t~O,l(mod4)orn~13(mod24),t~2,3(mod4);itisa(n-l) 
/2-near Skolem sequence of order (n + 1)/2 if n 3 7 (mod24), t z 2,3 (mod4) 
or n E 13 (mod24), t 3 0,l (mod4); it is a hooked (n - 1)/2-near Skolem se- 
quence of order (n + 1)/2 if n E 1 (mod 24), t z 2,3 (mod 4) or n E 19 (mod 24), 
t 5 0,l (mod 4). 
(iv) {Ol,x2,W + n +x)2), 
where x = 0 if 
n= 1,13(mod24), t f 0,l (mod4), or 
n G 7,19 (mod 24), t = 2,3 (mod 4), 
and x = n - 1 for n, t in all the other cases. 
Case: nr3(mod6) (n#9), N2 =2nt, where t2 1. When n=3 or ta2, the base 
blocks of the system are: 
(i) Base blocks of a cyclic STS(n) on Z,, x {I}. 
(ii) (02, GW3)2, (W3)2), 
{02,r2,(nt/3-(n+3)/6+&.)2} (r=1,2,...,nt/3-(n+3)/6), 
where (a,,&.) is a (nt/3 + (n + 3)/6)-extended Skolem sequence of order nt/3 - 
(n + 3)/6 if 
n c 3,2 1 (mod 24) t=2,3(mod4) or 
n c 9,15 (mod 24) t=O,l(mod4), 
and it is a hooked (nt/3 + (n + 3)/6)-extended Skolem sequence of order nt/3 - 
(n + 3)/6 for n, t in all the other cases. 
(iii) (01, (412, (nt + G)z), 
where r= 1,2,...,(n - 1)/2 if 
n = 3,21 (mod24), tr2,3(mod4) or 
nz9,15(mod24), t E 0,l (mod 4), 
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and r= 1,2,... ,(n - 3)/2,(n + 1)/2 for n, t in all other cases. The above (c,,d,.) 
is a Skolem sequence of order (n - 1)/2 if n E 3 (mod24), t E 2,3 (mod4) or 
n - 9 (mod 24) t s 0,l (mod 4); it is a hooked Skolem sequence of order (n - 1)/2 
if n=15(mod24),trO,l(mod4) or nz21(mod24),tz2,3(mod4); it is a 
(n - 1)/2-near Skolem sequence of order (n + 1)/2 if n - 15 (mod 24) t s 
2,3 (mod 4) or n E 21 (mod 24) t z 0,l (mod 4); it is a hooked (n - 1)/2-near 
Skolem sequence of order (n + 1)/2 if n E 3 (mod24), t E 0,l (mod4) or n = 
9 (mod 24) t E 2,3 (mod 4); 
(iv) {Q,x2,W +x)2), 
where x = 0 if 
n z 3,15 (mod 24) t=2,3(mod4) or 
n = 9,2 1 (mod 24) t s 0,l (mod 4) 
and x = n - 1 for n, t in all the other cases. 
When n 3 15 and t = 1, the base blocks of the system have the same form as in 
(i)-(iv) above with t restricted to t = 1 and with the following modifications: In (ii) 
the sequence (a,, b,) is a Skolem sequence of order (n - 3)/6 if n = 3,9 (mod 24) with 
1 Q r < (n - 3)/6, otherwise it is a hooked Skolem sequence of order (n - 3)/6. The 
sequence (c,,d,.) has 1 Qr <(n + 1)/2, r # n/3 if n G 3,9 (mod 24), and otherwise has 
1 d r < (n + 3)/2, r #n/3, (n + 1)/2. It is a hooked n/3-near Skolem sequence of order 
(n + 1)/2 if n 3 3 (mod 24); it is a n/3-near Skolem sequence of order (n + 1)/2 if 
n E 9 (mod 24); when n = 24s + 15, s 2 0 it is given by the pairs 
(6s+3-j,6s+4+j), lbj64s+ 1, 
(2s+2-j,lOs+7+j), l<j<2s+ 1, 
(18s+12-j,18s+12+j), l<j<6s+3, 
(10s + 6,lOs + 7) 
(6s + 3,18s + 12) 
the element 6s + 4 is omitted 
and when n=24s + 21,s20 it is given by 
(6s+4-j,6s+5+j), lbj64s+2, 
(2s+2-j,lOs+9+j), l<j62s+l, 
(18s+16-j,18s+16+j), l<j<6s+5, 
(10s + 8,lOs + 9), 
(6s+4,18s+ 16), 
the element 6s + 5 is omitted. 
Finally, the x in (iv) takes values such that x = n - 1 if n s 3 (mod24), x = 0 if 
n=9(mod24), x=(n+ 1)/4 if nr15(mod24) andx=(n- 1)/4 if nz21(mod24). 
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